G3G CLOUD
DEPLOYMENT

The G3G HANA Cloud
provides the flexibility to
trial new technology and
leverage our “always on”
Cloud to showcase
innovations to your
business. SAP HANA is
the new “norm” for SAP
and as part of planning
your roadmap, we can
aid your decision making
process and adoption
through a migration
proof of concept in the
G3G HANA Cloud.

you

G3G can get you up and
running in G3G’s HANA
Cloud for less than you
think because our Cloud
is based on tailored data
centre integration (TDI).
Moving from the
appliance delivery
method to TDI
introduces a more open
and flexible approach to
introducing HANA into a
data centre.
This translates to
reduced hardware and
operating costs through
the reuse of existing
hardware components,
operational processes
and virtualisation of the
HANA systems.

Have you considered the benefits of a Cloud
Strategy?
It’s hard to ignore the impact the Cloud is having on modern applications for
both consumers and businesses. Technology advances are simplifying the
adoption of applications in the Cloud, increasing security and driving costs down
for ongoing operations and business continuity solutions.
Running applications requires both technology and people. G3G’s HANA Cloud can
provide you with both to a lesser or greater degree depending on your needs and
preferred deployment strategy. Is the Cloud right for your business? Should you
invest in more of your own infrastructure? Move to the Cloud or take a hybrid
approach?
As an existing SAP customer, G3G’s HANA Cloud provides you with choices for
adopting Cloud usage and services. These range from business continuity through
to a fully managed Cloud offering for your SAP applications including S/4 HANA
(SAP Business Suite on HANA).
Why the G3G Cloud?
Predictable Cost Model
Moving to G3G’s HANA Cloud means a single predicable cost for running all your
SAP applications. This includes hardware, software and support all wrapped up
in a single managed services SLA.
Focus on your Core Business
If your infrastructure is nearing end of life, or running your SAP applications is
proving a distraction from your core focus, a full cloud deployment with
managed services may be right for you. This allows you to focus on your
business while G3G ensures the high availability of your SAP solution
underpinned with class-leading service levels and a business continuity solution.
Reduced Barrier to Entry for Adopting New SAP innovations
SAP is innovating at an unprecedented pace. G3G has lowered the cost and
time barriers to entry for many of these new innovations through the provision
of G3G shared Cloud services. These include gateway integration services for
mobility, including SAP Fiori, Business Objects and mobile services.
Furthermore, G3G regularly invests ahead of our customers and runs many of
the new SAP innovations in our labs as well as in-house to run our own
business.

Simplified Adoption of Mobile
Applications with “Hybrid”
Deployment
It may be that a hybrid model is right for you
where your core enterprise solution remains on
premise while leveraging business intelligence,
mobile or integration services within G3G’s HANA
Cloud.

Globally Reliable Performance
G3G’s HANA Cloud resides within the Level 3
communications network, meaning global
coverage and Tier 1 access to internet bandwidth
for class leading performance. The G3G HANA
Cloud grows and flexes wherever your business
may take you, allowing you to bring new offices
on board with minimum effort and cost.
Reduced Cost and Increased Flexibility with
SAP HANA Data Centre Integration

This enables you to get up and running more
quickly with services such as SAP Fiori, as well as
benefit from our tight integration capability with
SAP’s own hosted Cloud solutions.
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This also means we take care of the security
where parts of the application are made available
to mobile workers outside of your corporate
network.
Showcase Innovation
G3G’s HANA Cloud also provides the flexibility to
test out new technology and leverage our “always
on” Cloud to showcase innovations to your
business.
SAP HANA is the new “norm” for SAP and as part
of your roadmap planning we can aid your
decision making process and adoption through a
HANA migration proof of concept in the G3G HANA
Cloud.
G3G Cloud Business Continuity
If you have investment in infrastructure and in
people for supporting your SAP environments but
require site redundancy or an easier way of
getting backups offsite, G3G can provide a cost
effective business continuity solution.
We provide reserved infrastructure and services to
get you back up and running from one of our data
centres in the UK, Europe or USA in the event of a
catastrophic outage in your primary data centre.

Get in contact to talk to us about:







Planning your migration journey to SAP HANA
Migrating to S/4 HANA
Moving parts or all of your SAP solution into
the G3G Cloud
Supplementing your on premise solution with
G3G HANA Cloud services
SAP Basis Managed Services to supplement
your existing team or provide holiday cover
Business Continuity
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